Candidates begin their race

SGA presidential election picture becomes clear as hopefuls announce intentions

For anyone who wants to share their talent in the kitchen, whatever it may be, now is the time to do so. The Office of Administration and Finance will be taking part in the Florida State Employees’ Charitable Campaign by having a cookbook sale this year. FSECC is an initiative started by the state of Florida in which employees and staff have the opportunity to donate to numerous organizations and charities. Such organizations include the club’s president, said. Even the decorations will be donated to charity by club members. The event will feature chocolate delicacies and desserts from more than 15 local restaurants and bakeries, and proceeds will benefit the club’s scholarship program.

TAYLOR VERNARIS
Campus Editor

For students who have declared their candidacy for this year’s election, this is not as easy as it seems. According to professor and chair of the psychology department Robert L. Delpoye, college is a time for students to delay commitment and explore options. "The two big issues that I believe most young people confront when they leave home and go to college are the issues of work and love," Delpoye said. "The former concerns what you will do with your life and work, and that parents may pressure their children for an answer. The latter concerns relationships with others and whether you will have a long term commitment. Some rush to a quick decision on one or both. Others may spend four, five, more years probing the questions also."

College is a time when students transition from adolescence to adulthood and establish themselves as independent and self-sufficient. "Being an independent college student is difficult," junior Rob Smyth said. "But you pick up new friends and learn independence." Students struggle to find independence in college.

ALLIE SCHWARTZ
Senior Staff Writer

I f you’ve had to describe yourself in three words, what would they be?

For most college students, this is not as easy as it seems. According to professor and chair of the psychology department Robert L. Delpoye, college is a time for students to delay commitment and explore options. "The two big issues that I believe most young people confront when they leave home and go to college are the issues of work and love," Delpoye said. "The former concerns what you will do with your life and work, and that parents may pressure their children for an answer. The latter concerns relationships with others and whether you will have a long term commitment. Some rush to a quick decision on one or both. Others may spend four, five, more years probing the questions also."

College is a time when students transition from adolescence to adulthood and establish themselves as individuals. Students who had once been subject to curfews and busy high school schedules are suddenly on their own and must learn to live independently and becoming adults.

DEBRA MOUNTYER
Assistant Managing Editor

Many UCF students association Greek recruitment with one word: rush. To the majority of the student body, Greek recruitment brings to mind images ofiate and social events. But there is a different and little known way that other Greeks recruit, an event called More.

Meet the Greeks in the Student Union, Coca-Cola; Each semester, this event is held to promote the organizations on the council, as well as educate UCF students on what council meetings are like.

The council currently has four sororities: Lambda Theta Alpha, Phi Sigma Sigma, Sigma Nu, and Phi Lambda and Chi Upsilon Sigma. This includes two Latin sororities, a multicultural sorority and an Asian-interest sorority. Special guests at the event included Interim Director of Student Life, Jennifer Bostom and Greek Life graduate assistant Andrew Hughes and Chairperson, Austin Stadler.

"We’re looking for students who are interested in getting involved with the enjoyment of Greek Life," Hughes said. "We’re reaching out to anyone interested in the Greek Life and are passionate about their independent college life."
Dating Doctor advises lovemaking
Absence makes the heart grow fonder, long-distance dating debunks myths
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Dying couple with heartbeats linked in wedding rings

A woman diagnosed with a heart condition was given a special gift on their wedding day.

John Esposito will speak on Islam and the West at Pegasus Ballroom Monday. For more information, call 407-823-5266.
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Stop paying high retail prices for ink! 100% Guaranteed
You and Your Wallet will love us!

100% Guaranteed

More INK for LESS

Price with refills

HP Blk $12.99
HP Color $16.99
LEX Blk $14.99
LEX Color $18.99
Dell Blk $14.99
Dell Color $18.99
Epson, Canon & Brother 50-70% OFF Retail Prices

1/2 OFF REFILL
Black Ink Jets w/ Purchase of Color cartridge HP, Lexmark, or Dell
Offer Exp. 03/28/16

"I never knew becoming a homeowner could be so easy or so FUN!"

Discover the pleasure of expressing your personal style in the privacy of your home.
Chelsea Park brings the dream of affordable homeownership to life. Everyone is a frow~
Wlth close neighbors and easy access to pool and tennis courts, family, and friends.

1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Condos
From the $120s

chelsea park
So easy to make it home.
7325 Goldenpark Boulevard
Orlando, Florida 32807
www.chelseaparkcondos.com

EXCLUSIVE SALES AND MARKETING BY ESPERANZA GROUP

Your headquarters for Student & Office needs!
Inkjets, Toners & Ribbons

ATTENTION PRINTER USERS:
Don't Throw Your Empty Cartridges Away
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10069 University Blvd. (Corner of Dean & University - NEXT TO PUBLIX)
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Offer Exp. 03/28/16

Mention this ad and you will be registered to win 2 dozen roses from Michael "The Rose Man"
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What's in the news at colleges around the country.

St. Paul college united against $272 the city is seeking to pass.

Doug Hennes, who presides for government relations at St. Thomas, said the opposition to the fee was at varying stages of recovery, based more on principal than per-student fee.

Thomas Hennes said. "The city created a program called Payment in Lieu of Tax, or PILT, through which schools and hospitals may partake to the city.

Alleged sexual assault led to 200,000 New Orleans' and universities are united against a city proposal to charge the colleges a $25-

Kevin Moulin is working toward this new path of research, creating the experience of deja·vu.

The reporter. "It suggests that the sensations associated with deja·vu may be different states in the brain at work."

According to Moulin, researchers now know the causes of deja·vu, they must fix it.

"So far we've completed the natural history side of this condition — finding ways of testing for it and the right clinical settings to ask Moulin. "The next step is obviously to find ways to reproduce the sensation, if possible because he'd already been implicated by a strong feeling of remembering."

One of Moulin's first experiments suffered was at a memory lab.

"We had a peculiar referral from a man who said there was no point visiting the clinic, it's already been handled, although this would have been impossible," Moulin told The Reporter. The student, Alitra O'Connor, funded by the Kos- to replace Justice O'Connor, wanted the justices to lift that...
Floyd’s decision surprised many in SGA

Floyd, a senior, has held numerous leadership positions at UCF. In addition to her membership on the President’s Leadership Council, Floyd has been president of the Panhellenic Council. She was also on the 2005 Homecoming Court.

During the campaign season, Floyd discussed the qualities she found important in the next student body president, saying, “The university needs to be looking for a strong president to stand up for the students.” Active campaigning for the 2006 SGA presidential election began this week, with formal elections scheduled for the week of Feb. 26. The Future will provide continuing elections coverage during this time.

Declaration of candidacy ends today at 5 p.m., and all steps necessary to run for SGA student body president can be found online at http://www.sga.ucf.edu.

With three airings announcing their candidacy for SGA top offices and the deadline approaching this afternoon, elections for SGA student body president and vice president will be on Feb. 20-22. A run-off is scheduled for Feb. 27, if necessary.
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TUESDAYS AT DONATOS

LARGE PEPPERONI PIZZA

DINE IN DELIVERY OR CARRYOUT,

Tax and delivery charge not included.

$3.00 OFF

ANY PURCHASE

OF $15 OR MORE

Use with purchase of gift certificates.

EXP 2/27/06

Donatos Pizza

OPEN DAILY

AT 11AM

Dean & University

2840 N. Gemini Rd. (407) 873-8888

Not valid with any coupon.

Universal CityWalk

Red Stripe

ALL AGES EVENT

Mention coupon when ordering.

With advance purchase

Ticket includes a

CityWalk Party Pass

Tickets available at citywalkorlando.com, CityWalk Guest Services, Ticketmaster or by calling 407-224-5500

Printed and published by Universal Studios Orlando and is subject to all laws and regulations of the United States and the State of Florida. All rights reserved. 2006 Universal Studios. Universal Studios Orlando. The Future is in the Details. All rights reserved.

7TH ANNUAL BOB MARLEY

REGGAE FEST

SATURDAY, FEB. 18 ★ SUNDAY, FEB. 19 ★ 3–9 PM

MORGAN HERITAGE ★ YELLOWMAN ★ PATO BANTON ★ TOOTS AND THE MAYTALS ★ HALF PINT ★ AND MORE!

1-DAY TICKET $25 ★ 2-DAY TICKET $37
No Oompa Loompas, just chocolate

_radical rush closes with field day

Week of awareness activities capped off with music, games as groups recruit

KIKI JOHNSON

UCF's Progressive Council hosted a field day Sunday as the finale of a week of awareness events. The event, held at Lake Club, featured food, games and water sports. Members from the clubs that make up the Progressive Council collaborated to put on events such as a kickball game, which took place right in front of the student union. "It was put together by all the clubs," she said.

Radical Rush is held at the beginning of each semester and offers an alternative to Greek life for students who want to get involved but don't want to join a fraternity or sorority. With seven clubs to choose from, including the Body of Animal Rights Campaigners and Campus Peace Action, Progressive Council allows students to work with the group that best serves their interests Ragan says. "We like other co-chair of the Progressive Council and member of BARC sums up the organization. "We all come from different backgrounds, but we come together with one common goal: changing the world." The group meets once a week and focuses on a common goal. "We need students to believe that they can make a difference," DeVries said. "Every major social movement has spurned from a college campus.

The organization offers students a voice and a chance to change the world. "Students who are interested in joining Progressive Council should see the organization's Web site at progres.sive.ucf.edu.

Weaknesses

The summer is nearly over and with it, the opportunity to travel and see new places and cultures. A new academic year is the perfect time to visit new places and immerse yourself in the culture and history of a new city. Traveling can be expensive, but there are ways to make it more affordable. One way is to look for deals on flights and accommodations. Another way is to look for scholarships and grants that can help cover some of the costs of travel. Finally, consider volunteering or working abroad for a chance to travel for free or at a reduced cost. website has always been a place where musicians can come to share their music. With the rise of the internet, more and more musicians are finding success by sharing their music online. Some of the ways they are doing this include posting their music on social media, creating a blog, or even selling their music directly to fans online. In order to make money off of this, musicians need to have a way to collect payments from their fans. This is commonly done through a platform called Bandcamp. These platforms make it easy for musicians to sell their music and collect payments from their fans. This is done through a process called "receiving money". When a fan purchases music from a musician, the money is sent to the musician's account, and the musician can then withdraw the funds. This allows musicians to make money off of their music and continue to create music they love. A different approach to selling music online is through platforms called "crowdfunding". These platforms allow musicians to ask for financial support for their projects. This can include recording a new album, organizing a tour, or even traveling to a new city to play shows. This allows musicians to raise the funds they need to make their music and share it with fans around the world. A popular platform for this is called "Kickstarter". In order to use Kickstarter, musicians need to create a project page and explain what they are trying to achieve. Fans can then choose to support the project by making a donation. When the project reaches its goal, the funds are collected and the project can move forward. This allows musicians to create music they believe in and share it with fans around the world.
Cooking up some charitable disappointments

 incoming sponsorship dollars for local businesses and organizations will help the book achieve its goal of raising $45,000 for the Florida State Employee Charitable Campaign.

FROM AL W taxis, coordinator of the university's Employee Charitable Campaign, said businesses and organizations are the first to benefit from the cookbook.

"We have a lot of energy, a lot of quality, professional publications," Brand said. "And I am sure it will be quite successful.

Special $10 Offer for New Donors

Earn Up to $170/MO.
donating plasma regularly

Before you can bring this ad in for $5 extra
2/4/1 Wwells - FREE Wings

WHERE IS TROPICAL FORD?

9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
ORLANDO, FL 32837

IN BEAUTIFUL SOUTH ORLANDO!

TROPICAL FORD

REMEMBER!

IF YOU SEE THIS GOOD LOOKING GUY YOU COULD SAVE THOUSANDS!

CALL US AT (407) 851-3800
OR CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.TROPICALFORD.COM

Governing and the Division of Administration and Finance decided to go with a cookbook-driven campaign.

This is the first year for such an initiative, according to the organizers. The campaign begins with the cookbook, giving potential Greeks a chance to meet current members, learn about the process and decide if they might want to join.

Cookbooks have been used in the past to hold fundraisers such as change drives and bake sales. For the 2006 campaign, Administration and Finance decided to go with a cookbook-driven campaign.

The Florida State Employee Charitable Campaign is the only authorized solicitation of state employees conducted by a unit of government. Participation in the campaign is voluntary, and no one is required to contribute. The FSECC is a 501(c)(3) organization, and all contributions are tax deductible.
Yo, yo, yo, a single's life for me ... and, boy, it rocks

I hate February. It is the worst month of the year. Why, you ask?
First of all, it is too short to get anything done. You'd be surprised how much you can get done in those extra days until the 28th. Secondly, the weather in February is way too unpredictable — cold, warm, rainy, cold, warm. But most of all, month seems to be so oddly dedicated to everything love-ly and couple-oriented. If it is enough to make a single girl want to run for the hills.

The stores have strategized placed chocolates, teddy bears, powdery and musky scents every-where. Sorry. Just threw up a little in my mouth.

The remainder of the first half is dedicated to epicendemic days from his road trip, during which he charms American and Japanese girls helping his cause. Whether he is a cross-country hand clerk or an islanded outlaw?

Brosnan backs Bond in cheeky Matador
Offbeat buddy flick flawed but funny

William Goss

Pierce Brosnan's first name has never been more correct until now, in the buddy comedy, The Matador. Whether deploying humorous vulgarity or new versatility as Julian Noble, Brosnan proves himself a dedicated facilitator of hilarity. Brosnan plays the screen with a cocky swagger and a sharp tongue that will make you question if he is portraying a character or his preceding portrayals of a certain movie star.

However, Julian is an aging handsome whose words and ethics are growing increasingly intransigent with each additional assignment. While in Mexico City, he gradually meets Danny Wright (Greg Kinnear), an American whose career and marriage depend on attracting too much male attention?

...Being single rocks...
Hey Oscar! 
Brokeback Mountain standing tall at nomination time
Brokeback Mountain leads the Academy Award field with eight noms.

Actor: Phillip Seymour Hoffman, Capote
Supporting Actor: Daniel Day-Lewis, There Will Be Blood
Actress: Renée Zellweger, Cold Mountain
Supporting Actress: Jennifer Coolidge, There Will Be Blood
Director: Ang Lee, Brokeback Mountain
Writing: James Ivory, Callas Forever
Writing Adapted Screenplay: Terrence Malick, The Thin Red Line
Writing Original Screenplay: Alexander Payne, Sideways

And the No. 1 reason Dana Delapil can be reached at Dana.Delaplil@nydailynews.com is heavy. When things you love to do, and no one can make you feel bad for it. Go ahead, do a spinth-a-number! Watch that wonderful- lolly-licking thin-skinned film. No one needs to know.

Realizing that he's a terrible man. Hopkinsபெண்ணல் adds liveliness to Indian

The World's Fastest Indian

Dir: Stephen Hopkins
Sara, McCarthy, Jessica Cauffiel, Ben Ladd

This is not to say the film is impossible to enjoy. One would find it difficult not to pull for Marooch in some degree, and the understudying factor makes Marooch single-minded and consistent. A healthy amount of humor and a genuine ensemble create that Indian American rendezvous in sympathy.

Although Hopkins embodies Marooch most admirably, the whole movie relies on the same assumptions of the circumstances and the reliability of the lead to help carry it through familiar terrain. It is time to see Hopkins behave in such a lively manner. Now serious enough to lack his usual smile, or his hearty chuckle, and it never appears that Hopkins is struggling to counteract his stereotyped image as Hauni- lei Levere by weeping ladies and overemoting the lad next door, Marooch is even more refined. He is born to let laws or even his own heart condition hinder him from reaching his goal.

The film in which Hopkins plays a lanky, friendly, and sexy youth is more delightful than the film ever really was as The World's Fastest Indian. But, it didn't come on nearly as strong as it had. These days, Hopkins' stoniest gives someone a plug.

Good performances make Matador matter

The Matador

Director: Richard Linklater
Stars: Pierce Brosnan, Greg Grunberg, Hope Davis, Philip Baker Hall
In Theaters

Weiss says, "Richard Linklater crafts a comedy based on the strong bond of his leads, but as the film progresses, he attempts to shift the focus to the shared milieu of middle age that plagues both men. The result is bewildering. In its failure to be compensated by the Japanese element of pathos, leading to a lingering third act. In addition, although each erotic location is filmed with an exotic and Western frequent appearance of intrusive screen-filling titles, nothing to the picture.

As mild as the story becomes, the entire cast finally works it out roles, and, by the end, these tangible characters are worthy of a better film. Thanks to its understating performances, The Matador is still worth a shot, even if it has miles to run.

Counting the ways simple is better than double

For two, it seems that Brosnan is almost too adept at being a femme fatale, but as the film progresses, he attempts to shift the focus to the shared milieu of middle age that plagues both men. The result is bewildering. In its failure to be compensated by the Japanese element of pathos, leading to a lingering third act. In addition, although each erotic location is filmed with an exotic and Western frequent appearance of intrusive screen-filling titles, nothing to the picture.

As mild as the story becomes, the entire cast finally works it out roles, and, by the end, these tangible characters are worthy of a better film. Thanks to its understating performances, The Matador is still worth a shot, even if it has miles to run.

For two, it seems that Brosnan is almost too adept at being a femme fatale, but as the film progresses, he attempts to shift the focus to the shared milieu of middle age that plagues both men. The result is bewildering. In its failure to be compensated by the Japanese element of pathos, leading to a lingering third act. In addition, although each erotic location is filmed with an exotic and Western frequent appearance of intrusive screen-filling titles, nothing to the picture.

As mild as the story becomes, the entire cast finally works it out roles, and, by the end, these tangible characters are worthy of a better film. Thanks to its understating performances, The Matador is still worth a shot, even if it has miles to run.
HONORS GARDEN OFFERS PLACE OF SANCTUARY

Students use wireless Internet-equipped garden for studying and social gatherings in an area of quiet solitude and peace.

Before reaching the garden gate, the sound of a waterfall fills the air. The branches quietly rustle in the wind as a petal slowly falls to the ground. The Burnett Honors College garden offers idyllic scenes such as this and a retreat for students and faculty to escape the school's surrounding buildings.

The garden was created to showcase the Honors College and provide a quiet place for students. Director of Student Affairs Jill Norbum said it is completely wireless so students can use the Internet without having to leave the serenity of the outdoors. There are also tables set up for group study sessions and a waterfall to listen to when the school gets too noisy.

The school's layout is designed to encourage solitary meditation, as well as a place for social gatherings, said Wesley Lima. The gates surrounding it detach the garden from the rest of campus. "It is like an oasis in the middle of campus," he added. It receives its funding for upkeep through the membership fee honors students pay toward the Honors Congress. It also receives many donations, including one from professor Richard Tucker who donated a 200-pound staghorn fern. Also, the Lukas Nursery provides the school with bamboo, hibiscus and many exotic plants.

For two-and-a-half years, TerriBea Bailey has cared for the garden. She changes the plants every three to four months to add variety for the visitors, and the diversity helps to keep the bugs away. During the hurricanes, she was responsible for cleaning up the debris and replacing the plants lost due to the wind and the sudden cold weather after it. It is not only a place to study, but also to celebrate academic achievements, for example the National Merit Scholars holds its reception here. Furthermore, the garden is a prime spot for graduation and club pictures.

For images of the variety of plants in the gardens go to http://www.honors.ucf.edu/tour/garden.html.
Blazing through ‘hell’

**Success on the field equals success with recruits**

Football team hopes new class of 21 will help build on 2005 success

CHRIS HOYLER

Between the shortage of graduating seniors O’Leary and the success of his team, UCF Football Coach George O’Leary won’t probably thinking about recruiting a little less throughout the fall.

But that did not keep him from picking another strong class, as he garner 21 commitments on National Signing Day Wednesday.

The class is heavy with high school recruits, P is all, though O’Leary extended his reach to garner recruits from eight different states, a product of increased exposure through Conference USA and the strong 2005 season.

“We had more kids visit this year that were involved with ACC schools and SEC schools,” O’Leary said.

“For the exposure that UCF got on TV, we had a lot more people on our campus. That’s what was making us think the year before.”

Leading the class is offensive guard Jeremy Devane. The 6-foot, 290-pound Day-

The biggest spectacle in sports’ may not want

**Marketing looking to ‘Black out’ UCF Arena for national broadcast**

ANDY YEGOUE

The UCF men’s basketball team is hoping to impress a national audience on Saturday at 3 p.m., when it takes on Alabama-Birmingham in a pivotal Conference USA matchup. The Knights are also hoping that UCF fans will show up in impressive numbers to ‘Black out’ the UCF Arena and mark a first in UCF athletics history.

On Saturday, for the first time ever, a UCF men’s basketball game will be broadcast to a national audience live from campus, UCF Coach Kirk Sper-

Blazers
did not want to drive, they did not want to turn the game out of and got some easy baskets for us. ‘That really kind of turned it back to our defense.’

The lead would change hands four times in the last five minutes of the half, as the teams traded highs and lows down the stretch. The Knights scored the last points of the half and, appropriately, went to half-

They were both the second half, the Knights stoked their lead to five. For a majority of the fi-

**SUCCESS**


time occurrence in the world of sports that you need to be worried about. On Saturday at 3 p.m., the biggest UCF athletics event ever to hit campus will take place at the UCF Arena for the first time ever, a UCF men’s basketball game will be broadcast from campus to a national audience by CSTV.

Now in the job of UCF fans to make it a spectacle.

UCF’s football team not playing on campus for at least another year and the only other CUSA game to be nationally televised from campus coming last month when the UCF women’s basketball team defeated UTEP, this is clearly an event never before for the Knights.

**Players to watch**

Shelby Weber

Understanding the best game of the season is a good one has been a staple at the UCF Arena.

Sunday’s Super Bowl isn’t the only big weekend event

THE EXTRA POINT

Annette Viegas
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CSTV’s Assistant Director of Sports Marketing Jared Eller said.

“We did not do a good job of taking away their strengths,” Sper- 
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### Around C-USA

**March 19, 2004, 4-14 (USA)**  
On Saturday two teams at the bottom of the Conference USA standings will face off when Memphis and Tulsa square off.

Both Tulsa and Marshall have been on the losing end of the scoreboard as of late.

Marshall will look to Mark Farrow as another big part of the puzzle. No one has been the rock for the Thunder that he has been and leading the team in scoring as well as rebounding. The volume will turn to lead­ing scorer to a strong performance from Farrow down low.

Comer is the other big man for the Owls, leading the backcourt.

**Tulsa**

- Has an even 5-5 record, winning and losing three games.
- Has been the rock for the Thunder that he has been and leading the team in scoring as well as rebounding.
- The volume will turn to lead­ing scorer to a strong performance from Farrow down low.
- Comer is the other big man for the Owls, leading the backcourt.

---

### Pressure defense awaits UCF

The Golden Hurricane will have to slow down the Knights offense in order to claim victory.

The high-powered, nationally ranked UCF Knights are looking toward Memphis. The Knights have scored in double figures every game this season, with 7-14, 1-5 in the conference, it will be in the backcourt.

Phillis loses a point to Almond throughout the game. He has 500 points a game and waiting for an opportunity to score.

**UCF**

- Has an even 5-5 record, winning and losing three games.
- Has been the rock for the Thunder that he has been and leading the team in scoring as well as rebounding.
- The volume will turn to lead­ing scorer to a strong performance from Farrow down low.
- Comer is the other big man for the Owls, leading the backcourt.

---

### Fireworks in the spotlight again
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- Comer is the other big man for the Owls, leading the backcourt.
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### Women's team falters despite solid effort

UCF women's basketball team isn't putting up much of a fight for the season. They have a tough season ahead of them, with a record of 7-14, 1-5 in the conference.
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DID YOU KNOW...?

- The US with 5% of the world’s population consumes 45% of the gasoline produced on earth
- By 2040, the number of cars in the world is estimated to quadruple to 3.2 billion from 800 million today
- Overall US automotive fuel efficiency has fallen 8% since 1988
- Known oil production and reserves will barely meet world-wide demand through the year 2030
- Over $220 billion dollars per year is spent purchasing foreign oil, with $40 billion going to Saudi Arabia alone

As educated consumers and voters, we have the power to effect change one purchase, one vote at a time. Before you buy that next car, truck, van or SUV consider the long-term impacts. We can make a considerable dent in our consumption and dependency by buying more fuel efficient vehicles, starting today. Next, demand that our elected officials know the importance of this issue. It’s time to declare our nation’s second independence and make Middle East oil strategically irrelevant.

Americans for Energy Independence, Inc. is dedicated to raising the consciousness of the American public about the critical need for making Energy Independence a national priority, and to using grass roots support to achieve our independence by the year 2025.

Visit our website: www.ei2025.org, sign our petition, and learn more.
President George W. Bush delivered his State of the Union address Tuesday night, and he didn't fail to present himself as someone who has "never seen more." The speech exposed his total reliance on the military, even as Americans with everything from the legal system are by far an insider相对 who comes to him for legal advice is denied the privilege. It would be denied the privilege. Therefore, the world is not per
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Night, this is the only black-and-white movie that movies deserve. And the Academy Award goes to... Capote, nominated this year, so it wins. Next time that because these movies and such an incredibly close race on actors were all so great, or at least said as much as a big deal about the Super Bowl anyway.

Everyone knows the definition of a professional football player isn't whether or not he can win some overtime game. The measure of a man is how he plays in the NFL. But, for all glorified that greatly oversized athlete half the time ina game in Hawaii just so they can spend the rest of the weekend making sexual comments about him. That's what truly defines a professional football player.

What nations were released this weekend? Well, I'm as tired of thinking about those as anyone. And the competition is over. Besides, we make too much money off of every game. What would happen if everyone stopped caring about the big one that's coming up? I'm sure that the players would take a stab at that. I'm going with an old corollary for this prediction. I'm going to look at past movies.

The best actor nominees are Philip Seymour Hoffman in Capote, Tom Cruise in Birth of a Nation, Heath Ledger in Brokeback Mountain, Joaquin Phoenix in Walk the Line and David Straithain in Good Night, and Good Luck. Again, we're in a bit of a tough task because I've only seen one of these movies. So, I'm going with an old corollary for this prediction. I'm going to look at past movies.

And the Academy Award goes to... Phoenix was in Signs, and I still haven't received my check for T$ from M. Night Shmolski—I'm mad for seeing that bad. Strohman was in Eight Men Out, and bad baseball never wins.

As for Howard, he was in The Pussycat Dolls' Hustle & Flow, Heath Ledger in Brokeback Mountain, Joaquin Phoenix in Walk the Line and David Straithain in Good Night, and Good Luck. Again, we're in a bit of a tough task because I've only seen one of these movies. So, I'm going with an old corollary for this prediction. I'm going to look at past movies.

Ashley Burns
MOUTHING OFF
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Oak Tree Apartments
2 Bedroom / 1 Bathroom
Starting at $595 a month
Located on Alafaya Trail between Darwin Dr. & Mendel Dr.

Napier’s Apartments
2 Bedroom / 2 Bathroom
$695 a month
Take Alafaya Trail to Solon Dr. Napier’s Apartments are located on the right.

Walking Distance to UCF
Call Us Today 321-235-0669
NISSAN

February's Sales Event! OVER $9 MILLION OF INVENTORY!

2006 NISSAN ALTIMA 2.5 SPECIAL EDITION
Leather Wrap Steering Wheel w/ Audio Control, 8-Way Power Seat, Keyless Entry and Alarm

Save Up To
$2,200 OFF MSRP

2006 NISSAN SENTRA 1.8S
A/C, AUTO, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Power Windows, CD Player

Starting As Low As
$12,992

2005 NISSAN PATHFINDER
Air Conditioning, AM/FM, CD Player, Power Steering, Power Locks

$4,000 OFF MSRP

MAZDA

"BUMPER TO BUMPER" LIMITED WARRANTY
48 MONTHS OR 50,000 MILES

NEW 2006 MAZDA 3I 4-DR.
Well Equipped! Not Stripped!

NEW 2006 MAZDA TRIBUTE

Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes

$12,995

$14,795


NEW 2006 MAZDA MX-5 MIATA

Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes,

$19,995

TEST DRIVE A MAZDA TODAY.

SALE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9-9 • Sat 9-8 • Sun 11-6

1-800-639-7000
www.classicmazda.com

MAZDA ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

SALE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9-9 • Sat 9-8 • Sun 11-6

1-888-NEW-NISSAN
www.classicnissan.com

Go Knights! Go Knights! Go Knights! Go Knights! Go Knights!